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QUESTION: 93
When used with SmartFilter, which of the following ACL5 will prohibit job searches by
the group finance during business hours?
A. Allow not smartfilter Job_Search and time 9am - 5pm day mon - fri
B. deny smartfilter Job_Search and time 9am - 5pm day mon - fri
C. deny job search group finance 9am - 5 pm mon - fri
D. deny group finance and smartfilter Job_Search and time 9am - 5pm and day mon - fri

Answer: D
QUESTION: 94
Given the following ACL, if Bob is in group 1, when is he allowed? > allow group grp1
and time 9:00am - 5:00pm> deny group grp2 > deny any
A. Bob has access between 9:00 AM through 5:00 PM.
B. Bob has access after 5:00 PM and until 9:00 AM.
C. Bob has access regardless of the time because he is in group 1.
D. Bob has access either when he is a member of group 1 or between 9:00 AM and 5:00
PM.

Answer: A
QUESTION: 95
What is the difference between rop?and eny?
A. The action “drop” specifies to deny packets from a specified source, while the action
“deny” blocks the packets.
B. The action “drop” specifies to drop requests and allow the client to go directly to the
source, while the action “deny” blocks requests
C. The action “drop” specifies to drop requests coming, while the action “deny” blocks
responses from an origin server.
D. The action “drop” specifies to drop packets from a specified source, while the action
“deny” blocks requests.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 96
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Assuming access control is based purely upon a successful validation of credentials
received from a client, then, where NTLM Authentication is required, the correct sequence
involving a HTTP request is:
1. NetCache retrieves object from server.
2. Client requests object credentials are included.
3. Client requests object credentials are not included.
4. NetCache tells client to send credentials.
5. Domain Controller sends result of validation of credentials.
6. NetCache asks Domain Controller if credentials are valid.
7. NetCache serves object to client.
A. 3,4,2,1,6,5,7
B. 2,1,6,5,7
C. 3,4,2,6,5,1,7
D. 2,6,5,1,7

Answer: C
QUESTION: 97
Where in the GUI can you define the port used to accept http traffic?
A. Setup > Maintenance > System Control
B. Setup> Ports> HTTP
C. Setup > HTTP> General ?HTTP Proxy Ports
D. Setup > HTTP > Web Server Acceleration

Answer: C
QUESTION: 98
What benefit does SecureAdmin provide for administration?
A. It creates a more stable environment by providing the administrator with an easy-to-use
interface for creating backup procedures and managing multiple caches from one central
location.
B. It forces administrators to authenticate any hosts requesting access to the NetCache
appliance.
C. It deeply reduces performance because it causes all traffic to be encrypted.
D. It provides a secure environment for administrating the NetCache appliance.

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 99
When using on-box filters with ACLs, what is the precedence of the ACL settings?
A. group authentication, ACLs, and then the filter
B. the filter, ACLs, then authentication
C. ACLs, group authentication, and then the filter
D. the filter, authentication, then ACLs

Answer: C
QUESTION: 100
What protocols does the SecureAdmin support?
A. HTTPS and FTP
B. SSH and SSL
C. RTSP and MMS
D. NTLM, Kerberos, and LDAP

Answer: B
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